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disposed of, lawyers, judges, historians and profes
sors of English will become even more fundamentally
involved over a new interpretation of the National Char
ter than Senators and lawyers are now over an old one.
This revolutionary opinion of what the Founding Fathers
really intended the Constitution to mean was expressed
in a recent book by Prof. William Winslow Crosskey of
the Law School of the University of Chicago.
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Though Professor Crosskey's work is a miracle of
scholarly research, and is being read with serious atten
tion by, among others, members of the Supreme Court,
its thesis is so controversial that one lawyer wrote to this
department: "Now I join the book burners!" Did not,
he demanded, Chief J ustice John Marshall know the
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regulations. Hence it was intended that the power given
Congress to "regulate (govern) commerce" covered all
gainful activity within state borders.
�Congress was designed to be supreme among the
branches of the Federal Government; the Supreme Court
was never intended to po§sess a general power to review
the Acts of Congress, only those dealing with its spe
cific province; and the Supreme Court was not bound
to follow state courts' interpretation of state law and
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